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Magnetic Reconnection As A 
Plasma Physics Problem	


•  Strongly nonlinear, therefore interesting	

–  Singularity	


•  Ubiquitous, therefore fundamental	

–  Fusion, space, solar, and astrophysical plasmas	


•  All aspects of plasma physics (multi-scale and 
multi-physics)	

–  MHD, kinetic, anything within, and anything between	


•  Difficult, but rapid progress in recent years	

–  Modern technologies and powerful simulations	
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Laboratory fusion plasmas!

Solar plasma!

Magnetospheric plasma!

More distant astrophysical plasmas!

Magnetic Reconnection Occurs in Nearly All 
Natural and Fusion Plasmas	




“Sawtooth 
Oscillation” in 

Tokamaks	
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Tokamak Sawtooth Oscillations (TFTR)	
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2-D Te profiles by ECE (electron 
cyclotron emission) measurements, 

representing magnetic fluxes"

∆T/T => 

H. Park et al. (2006)	




Carrington flare���
 (1859, Sep 1, am 11:18 ） 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_storm_of_1859 

•  Observed by Richard 
Carrington and Richard 
Hodgson (England)	

•  White flare for 5 minutes	

•  Very bright aurora appeared 

next day at many places on 
Earth, e.g. Cuba, the 
Bahamas, Jamaica, El 
Salvador, and Hawaii. 	


•  Largest magnetic storm ���
(>1000 nT) in recent 200 
yrs.	


Telegraph systems all over Europe and 	

North America failed, in some cases 	

even shocking telegraph operators. 	

Telegraph pylons threw sparks and 	

telegraph paper spontaneously caught 	

Fire (Loomis 1861) 



X-rays 
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Solar Flares	

Magnetic 

reconnection 
Hα　	

Based on K. Shibata (2007) 



SOHO	

EIT	
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Million Degrees Coronal Plasmas 



Aurora From Space (POLAR)	
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Solar Wind Interacts With Earth’s 
Magnetosphere	
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ϒ-Ray Flares from Crab Nebula (Fermi)	


Striani et al. (2011)	
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Roles of Laboratory Experiments in 
Understanding Astrophysical Plasmas	


•  Motivated by space and 
astrophysical observations	


•  Verify/confront existing theory; 
discover new physics è 
essential for application to 
astrophysics	


•  Benchmark/challenge 
simulation è unique 
opportunity to validate codes	


•  Compare with observations è 
support space missions	


Observation	


Theory	
Laboratory	


Collaboration Research for 
Plasma Astrophysics	
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Two Types of Experiments	

•  All-in-one: many competing processes coexist; 

difficult to differentiate	

–  e.g. tokamaks	


•  Problem-specific: one process dominates	

–  e.g. MRX for magnetic reconnection	


Controllability is the key: 	

	
specify conditions, when, and where	

	
to observe how; diagnostics is the other key	




Early Linear Experiments	
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70’ Syrovatskii & Frank: ρi << L but S=1-10: diffusive MHD	


The reconnection experiments were carried out in a cylin-
drical vacuum chamber (1.5 m diameter, 2 m length) in which
a low pressure ( p ! 10"4 torr, Ar, H2) discharge is produced
with a 1-m diameter oxide coated cathode. The base plasma
parameters are ne # 1012 cm"3, kTe # 10 eV, electron mean
free path #200 cm for electron and ion Coulomb collisions,
axial magnetic field 12–100 G, and ! # 1 for discharges of Ip

# 1500 A.
It should be noted that the MHD physics issues addressed in

the previous section cannot apply literally because this device
did not create an environment which satisfies the criteria for
MHD plasma. Only electrons were magnetized ("e !! L) in
this device; the Lundquist number (1 ! S ! 10) was too
small and the ion gyroradius was too large (" i $$ L) to treat
the experiment as fully MHD. Sometimes this regime is called
the electron MHD (EMHD) regime.

This experiment was very effective for studying non-MHD
mechanisms (see section 2.2) in the reconnection region and
detailed measurements were made to identify local micro-
scopic physics issues associated with neutral sheet formation,
in particular particle motions and wave excitation. Profiles of
plasma pressure neTe, magnetic force density J ! B, and ion
velocity v were measured in the diffusion region. A neutral
current sheet was seen to develop in less than two Alfven
transit times (#A # 20 $s). The neutral sheet became narrower
as it was measured further from the cathode. Figure 4b shows
field lines through constant vector potential Ay at y % 137 cm
from the cathode and at t % 50 $s; in this experiment, y is
defined as the axial distance from the cathode, and t % 0 is the
start time of the discharge. Spatial and temporal measure-
ments of plasma pressure nkTe, magnetic force density and ion
velocities were performed. After a few Alfven times, the
plasma was observed to develop the classic flow pattern, jetting
from the neutral sheet with velocities close to the Alfven speed.
In particular, the typical 2-D features of particle acceleration
were verified [Gekelman et al., 1982]. Figures 6c and 6d depict
typical 2-D ion flows drifting from diffusion region to outside
in perpendicular to the neutral line at t % 60 and 80 $s. The
local force on the plasma, [J ! B " gradp] was compared with
the measured particle acceleration by using differential parti-
cle detectors [Stenzel et al., 1982]. It was found that the ion

acceleration was strongly modified by scattering of wave tur-
bulence and the observed fluctuations were identified as
oblique whistler waves. However, it was not conclusively de-
termined whether the whistlers were solely responsible for the
observed large ion scattering rate. In addition, it was concluded
that the observed anomalous resistivity was in large part due to
ion acoustic turbulence, although higher-frequency waves were
present. Also, the role of whistler waves on the anomalus
resistivity was not verified.

It was found that evolution of the neutral current sheet
depended on the strength of the axial magnetic field super-
posed on the plasma. Figure 5 shows measured vector fields of
the transverse field components (Bx, By) in the transverse x-z
plane at y % 137 cm at a fixed time of 30 $s during the current
rise. Figure 5a shows the classic double-Y shaped neutral sheet
topology for a typical axial field of 20 Gauss. However, when
the axial field was raised substantially to 100 G, a development
of the O-shaped magnetic island was observed (Figure 5b).
Although the cause of this important result was not deter-
mined then, it has been recently reproduced in the MHD
regime on MRX [Yamada et al., 1997a, b]. In LPD it was
noticed that the island formation occurred when the current
profile was controlled by a special configuration on the end
anode. The stability of the current sheet was also investigated.
When the current density in the center of the sheet exceeded
a critical value, spontaneous local current disruptions were
observed. The current from the center of the sheet moved out
to the sides. This experiment was later extended to a 3-D study
[Gekelman and Pfister, 1988], in which tearing of the current
sheet was observed.

The LPD experiment was very useful to measure the local
structure of non-MHD features of the reconnection region and
it was quite instructive to find out the relationship between the
reconnection rate and wave turbulence. However, one of the
most important questions on reconnection, how the diffusive
neutral sheet is formed in an MHD plasma, was not answered
because the conditions for an MHD plasma were not satisfied
even outside of the reconnection region in this set up (large
" i $ L , 1 ! S ! 10). In the subsequent two sections we will
discuss reconnection experiments in MHD regimes where the

Figure 3. (a) Setup of z pinch reconnection experiment by Syrovatskii [1973]: 1, conductors; 2, glass vacuum
chamber; 3, current sheet; Vacuum filed lines are shown by arrows. (b) Evolution of profile of reconnecting
field Bx versus y axis: 1, initial vacuum field; 2–5, t % 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 $s. Gas fill pressure is #0.06 torr.
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80’ Stenzel & Gekelman: S=1-10 but ρi >> L: EMHD	


Lundquist numbers exceeds 100 with both electrons and ions
being magnetized (!e !! ! i !! L).

5. Results From Plasma Merging Experiment
After the LPD data were reported (section 3), the need for

magnetic reconnection experiments in the MHD regime was
recognized. In the TS-3 device at the University of Tokyo, a
controlled reconnection experiment was carried out in MHD
plasmas where the Lundquist numbers exceeds 100 with both
electrons and ions being magnetized (!e !! ! i !! L). Three
vector component effects of magnetic reconnection were in-

vestigated by use of axially merging two toroidal plasmas
[Yamada et al., 1990; Ono et al., 1993].

5.1. Experimental Setup
In the TS-3 experiments, two spheromak-type plasma

toroids merged together, contacting along a toroidal line. A
spheromak is a spherically or toroidally shaped plasma in
which force free currents (j ! B " 0) set up an equilibrium
configuration [Taylor, 1986]. The two spheromaks, which were
generated with opposite helicities, carry identical toroidal cur-
rent with the same or the opposite toroidal field. They are
called cohelicity merging or counterhelicity merging, respec-
tively, as discussed in section 1. They are made to merge to
induce reconnection by controlling external coil currents. Fig-
ure 6a shows the set up of the TS-3 experiment in which two
spheromaks of toroidal shape are created and allowed to
merge together. To document the internal magnetic structure
of the reconnection on a single shot, a two-dimensional mag-
netic probe array is placed on an r-z plane or toroidal cutoff
plane as shown in Figure 6. Plasma parameters are B # 0.5–1
kG, Te # 10 eV, and ne # 2–5 $ 1014 cm%3.

5.2. Experimental Results From TS-3
Figure 6b shows the time evolution of the poloidal flux

contours derived experimentally from internal probe signals
for the merging of cohelicities and counterhelicities. Other
plasma parameters were held identical for each discharge.
Merging of spheromaks of opposite helicity occurs faster than
merging of the same helicity. Violent plasma acceleration was
observed as a sling shot effect in the toroidal direction as field
lines contracted after the merging of two toroidal plasmas of
the opposite helicities [Ono et al., 1996]. This acceleration
mechanism and direction is significantly different from that
conjectured in the typical 2-D models. In the 2-D picture,
plasma acceleration occurs perpendicular to the neutral line.
However, in the 3-D picture, plasma acceleration can occur
parallel to the neutral (axial) line [Yamada et al., 1990]. Figures
7a and 7b show evolution of the axial profiles of Bt at r " 18

Figure 4. Results from Stenzel and Gekelman’s experi-
ments: (a) Cross-sectional view of LPD; (b) Reconnecting field
line contours at t " 50 "s . (c, d) Measured ion velocity
vectors at an axial position z " 87 cm for t " 60 and 80 "s.

Figure 5. Typical transverse magnetic field topolgies in the
EMHD reconnection experiments: (a) neutral sheet, and (b)
magnetic island.
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Classical 2D Reconnection Model:���
Sweet-Parker Model vs Petschek Model	


€ 

VR
VA

=
1
S

€ 

S =
µ0LVA
η

Lundquist #:	


€ 

tR ≈ months

…but not a steady state solution 
with uniform resistivity	


€ 

VR
VA

≈
1

8ln(S)

€ 

tR ≈1min

…but still much longer than the 
observations of a few minutes	


What do we see in the lab?	
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Magnetic Reconnection Experiment (MRX)���
(since 1995, mrx.pppl.gov)	
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The Basic Experimental Idea	


Control + Diagnostics	
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Realization of Stable Current Sheet and 
Quasi-steady Reconnection	


Detailed diagnostics: quantitative studies possible	
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Sweet-Parker Model Works in Collisional MHD!	


•  Adjustments by compressibility 
and boundary conditions	


Ji et al., PRL (1998)	

Ji et al., PoP  (1999)	


model	


Central Q: how is the apparent resistivity enhanced?	


3.2. Plasma resistivity in MRX 67

Null-helicity

0.1 1.0 10.0!mfp/!
0
2
4
6
8

!/!Spitze
r

Z0=40�cmZ0=50�cmZ0=60�cmZ0=70�cm!

Figure 3.5: Effective plasma resistivity normalized to the transverse Spitzer resis-
tivity (!/!

spitzer
! ) as a function of inverse collisionality for different flux core sepa-

ration in null-helicity deuterium discharges.

At distances below Z0 ! 30 cm, the current sheet could not be formed, and

only an X-point configuration was observed. It is probable that at this flux-core

separation poloidal currents around the two flux-cores start to interfere preventing

current sheet formation. Also, at slightly larger flux-core separation Z0 = 35 cm,

when current sheet formation is still allowed, a slight increase in the resistivity was

observed (not shown on Fig. 3.5).

Results of the flux-core separation scan in the co-helicity regime presented in

Fig. 3.6 show that resistivity is also independent of the flux-core spacing. It is

enhanced at low collisionality, but the enhancement is somewhat lower than in the

null-helicity configuration.

The resistivity in MRX is enhanced over Spitzer’s value when "m f p/# " 1.

•  When collisionless, the apparent 
resistivity (E/j) increases beyond 
Spitzer values (Kuritsyn et al. 2006)	
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Collisionless: Apparent Resistivity Explained by 
Two-fluid Effects (separate ion and electron motions)	


€ 

di ≡
c
ω pi

€ 

de =
c
ω pe

(e.g. Drake et al. ‘98)	


ions	


electrons	


out-of-plane component in a 
quadrupole structure	


E+V×B =ηSpitzer j+
j×B
en

−
∇⋅Pe
en

+
me

e
∂Ve
∂t

+ Ve ⋅∇( )Ve
%

&
'

(

)
*

Resistive 
term 

Generalized Ohm’s law:	


Hall terms Electron inertial terms 
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An out-of-plane quadrupole magnetic field 

2-fluid MHD simulation performed by J. 
Breslau with the 2-D Magnetic 
Reconnection Code (MRC). 

The color plot shows the out-of-
plane quadrupole magnetic field.  

•        Black lines      magnetic flux.  

Hall Effects in 2D Simulation	
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An out-of-plane quadrupole magnetic field 

2-fluid MHD simulation performed by J. 
Breslau with the 2-D Magnetic 
Reconnection Code (MRC). 

The color plot shows the out-of-
plane quadrupole magnetic field.  

•  Blue lines       ion flow streamlines. 

•        Black lines      magnetic flux.  

Hall Effects in 2D Simulation	
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An out-of-plane quadrupole magnetic field 

2-fluid MHD simulation performed by J. 
Breslau with the 2-D Magnetic 
Reconnection Code (MRC). 

Different motions of ions and electrons 

The color plot shows the out-of-
plane quadrupole magnetic field.  

•  Blue lines       ion flow streamlines. 

•        Red arrows      electron flow velocity. 

•        Black lines      magnetic flux.  

Hall Effects in 2D Simulation	
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An out-of-plane quadrupole magnetic field 

2-fluid MHD simulation performed by J. 
Breslau with the 2-D Magnetic 
Reconnection Code (MRC). 

Different motions of ions and electrons 

In-plane current  

The color plot shows the out-of-
plane quadrupole magnetic field.  

•  Blue lines       ion flow streamlines. 

•        Red arrows      electron flow velocity. 

•        Black lines      magnetic flux.  

•  Brown arrows       In-plane current.  

Hall Effects in 2D Simulation	
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An out-of-plane quadrupole magnetic field 

2-fluid simulation by J. Breslau 

Different motions of ions and electrons 

In-plane current  

In color code  

•  Blue lines       ion flow streamlines. 

•        Red arrows      electron flow velocity. 

•        Black lines      magnetic flux.  

•  Brown arrows       In-plane current.  

Hall Effects in 2D Simulation	


What do we see in the lab?	
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Quadrupole Out-of-Plane Field Detected:���
Ion Scale Physics Confirmed! 	


Ren et al, PRL (2005)	

Yamada et al. PoP (2006)	


netopause geometry in Fig. 5. The geometry of this crossing
is fully 3D but the data are rotated and presented in the
boundary normal coordinate or minimum variance system to
accentuate the two-dimensional !2D" reconnection geometry
suggested by theory. It is assumed that the structure does not
evolve during the 28 s transit of the reconnection layer. The
reconnecting magnetic field clearly reverses sign from south-
ward to northward #Fig. 4!e"$, and the out-of-plane magnetic
field clearly shows half of the characteristic quadrupole #Fig.
4!d"$. At the magnetopause, the magnitude of the magnetic
field nearly vanishes #Fig. 4!b"$. By calculating the magne-
topause speed, time can be converted to distance for the
single spacecraft. Using the measured plasma density #Fig.
4!a"$, distances can be expressed in units of ion inertial scale
!c /!pi". The thickness of the magnetopause measured here is
about six magnetosheath ion inertial scales. The two lobes of
the quadrupole field are about four ion inertial lengths apart.
It is interesting to note that the maximum ion outflow veloc-
ity was about 0.4 VA for this event !similar to the outflow
observed in SSX, Sec. II B". Note also that Polar also ob-
served an inward directed electric field correlated with the
quadrupole #Fig. 4!f", see Sec. IV$.

The direction of the electron flow is opposite the direc-
tion of the electric current. For this measurement, the electric
current is in the ŷ direction so the electron flow is in the !ŷ.
If we consider the recently reconnected magnetic field frozen
to the electron fluid, the electron flow will tend to pull field
lines into the page generating the quadrupole pattern. As de-
picted in Fig. 5, the trajectory of the Polar spacecraft was
below the X point, so it observed first a steady negative then
positive reconnecting field !Bz" and also, within a few c /!pi
of the X point, a positive going then negative going out-of-
plane magnetic field !By".

B. SSX laboratory measurement

In Fig. 2, we show a sample of the 3D vector magnetic
field !see Cothran et al. for details7". In order to better com-
pare with space data and theoretical models, we rotate our
data to a coordinate system in which the magnetic field most
closely resembles a standard 2D X-type reconnection model.
This is similar to the boundary normal or minimum variance
coordinates of magnetospheric observations. Figure 6 illus-
trates magnetic data projected onto this plane.17,18 Note that
in SSX this plane is canted relative to the axial direction of
spheromak merging due to the twist in each flux tube asso-
ciated with the toroidal and poloidal field components. Our
inflow direction is along ±ẑ. The data shown are from the
spontaneous reconnection phase of a counter-helicity merg-
ing experiment at time t=64 "s.

There is a clear four-lobed quadrupolar structure to the
out-of-plane magnetic field, as predicted on theoretical
grounds by Sonnerup19 for collisionless reconnection. To our
knowledge, it is the first laboratory measurement of the out
of plane magnetic quadrupole. Two lobes of the quadrupole
field are aproximately 8 cm or four ion inertial lengths apart.
The interpretation is that the measured quadrupolar magnetic
field having a magnitude of 100–150 G !up to 25% of the
in-plane field" is a consequence of the circulation of the Hall

effect electric field EHall=J#B /ne. This term comes into
prominence when current sheets thin to %c /!pi, and is a
characteristic kinetic signature of reconnection in the low
collisionality regime.19,20

If a tiny version of the Polar spacecraft traversed our
data set, the trajectory would correspond to moving from
right to left at x=!2 cm. Along this chord, the reconnecting
magnetic field is first negative then positive-going while the
out-of-plane Hall magnetic field is first positive-going then
negative-going !compare Figs. 4 and 5".

FIG. 5. Geometry of reconnection zone for Polar crossing. Magnetopause
inflow direction is ±x̂.

FIG. 6. !Color" SSX quadrupole magnetic field. In-plane reconnecting mag-
netic field is represented as a vector field. 3D data are projected on a plane
that best represents the idealized 2D geometry. SSX inflow direction is the
±ẑ direction. The scale is indicated with 300 G magnitude vector in the
following. Quadrupole field is represented as a color map. Magnitudes reach
±150 G near the outer reaches of the probe array. The ion inertial scale
c /!pi is about 2 cm here. Two lobes of the quadrupole field are about four
ion inertial lengths apart.

056503-4 Brown, Cothran, and Fung Phys. Plasmas 13, 056503 !2006"

Downloaded 07 Mar 2008 to 198.35.2.37. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp

Brown et al. PoP (2006)	




Consistent with Space Data	


30	
Mozer et al. (2002)	
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(e.g. Drake et al. ‘98)	


ion	


electron	


•  Magnetic field reconnects in 
electron layer to change its 
topology while electrons are 
energized.	


•  In 2D collisionless reconnection, 
electron non-gyrotropic pressure 
dominates the dissipation.	


•  Limited observations in space 	


Vasyliuna (‘75), Sonnerup (‘88), Dungey (‘88), Lyons & Pridmore-Brown (‘90)	

Cai & Lee (‘97), Hesse et al. (‘99), Pritchett (‘01), Kuznetsova et al. (‘01)	


Scudder et al. (‘02), Mozer (‘05), Wygant et al. (‘05), Phan et al. (’07), Chen et al. (’08)	

Scudder et al. (‘12)	


 Next Frontier: Electron Diffusion Regions	
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Magnetospheric Multi-Scale (MMS) mission	
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First Detection of Electron 
Diffusion Region in Laboratory	


 

Electron 
layer	


Ren et al. PRL (‘08)	
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2D PIC Simulation in MRX Setup	

Dorfman, et al. PoP (‘08)	
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All Ion-Scale Features Are 
Reproduced By 2D PIC Simulations…	

Ji et al. GRL (2008)	

Dorfman et al. PoP (2008) 	
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… But NOT on Electron Scales:���
δexp = 8 c/ωpe versus δsim=1.5-2 c/ωpe	


All known 2D 
mechanisms 

cannot explain the 
measured width	


importance of 
3D effects 

V. Roytershteyn et al. (2010)  



How can 3-D dynamics affect the 
reconnection process?	


Flux Rope Structures	
Waves and Turbulence	


•  3-D variation allows for a 
large class of waves: Can 
these waves generate 
anomalous resistivity that 
speeds up reconnection?	
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•  Islands in 2.5-D are 
analogous to flux ropes ���
in 3-D	


(Daughton, et. al., Nature Physics, 2011)	
(Ji, et. al., PRL, 2004)	
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3D Simulations Show Existence of EM Waves 
Under Similar Conditions	


V. Roytershteyn et al. PoP (2013)  
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Wave Dispersion Agrees with MRX, Consistent with 
Intermediate Wavelength EM LHDW	


Daughton PoP (2003)	


•  Also consistent with space observations	

•  Layer width discrepancy still persists!	
 V. Roytershteyn et al. PoP (2013)  
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MRX 
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simulations

~ 5x

But the observed structure of electron-scale layer can not 
be reproduced in the simulations

12

Why???	
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In-plane	


Impulsive Reconnection due to 3D Flux 
Rope Ejection Out of Current Sheet	


Out-of-the-plane	


S. Dorfman et al. GRL (2013)  



Flux Rope Dynamics	
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J. Yoo (2012)	




3D Flux Ropes Confirmed!	
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J. Jara-Almonte (2012)	


Very 3D	
 ~ 2D	


4cm	




Flux Rope Dynamics May Explain 
the Observed Thicker Layers 	
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S. Dorfman (2011)	


Uzdensky et al. (2010):	

	
1/x^2	


	

Fermo et al. (2010):	


	
exp(-x)	

	

Huang & Bhattacharjee (2012):	


	
1/x	




Flux Ropes in Space Plasmas	
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Slavin et al. (2003) 

Øieroset et al. (2011)	
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SDO obervation	

Cheng et al. (2011)	




Is the reconnection rate the only 
question?	


47	
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•  How is reconnection rate determined? (The rate problem)	


•  How does reconnection take place in 3D? (The 3D problem)	


Fundamental Reconnection Questions	
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Local 3D: Micro-Turbulence in Current 
Sheet Characterized	


•  How about flux ropes?	


Carter et al. PRL (2002) Ji et al. PRL (2004) Fox et al. PRL (2008) Dorfman et al. (2011) 
Inomoto et al. (2012) Roytershteyn et al. (2012)	


Fr
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MRX: EM LH waves	


VTF: electron space holes	
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•  How is reconnection rate determined? (The rate problem)	


•  How does reconnection take place in 3D? (The 3D problem)	


•  How does reconnection start? (The onset problem)	


Fundamental Reconnection Questions	




Global 3D: Cause of the Reconnection 
Onset in Periodic Systems	
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coil currents are up-down symmetric. In some discharges,
after a delay of 100 !s the x-line current decreases sud-
denly [16]. This spontaneous decrease in current [Fig. 1(b)]
is accompanied by a spike in the toroidal inductive electric
field, which we take as the reconnection rate. Just before
the spontaneous reconnection, the width of the current
channel approaches "s, the ion-sound gyro-radius. As a
result of the reconnection, a significant portion of the
magnetic energy released drives Alfvénic plasma outflows,
and electron heating is also observed [16]. However, as
Fig. 1(b) shows, the plasma response is not toroidally
symmetric.

Thus, although the experimental setup is symmetric, we
find here that the reconnection onset is toroidally localized.
Figure 2 shows the reconnection rate (!@A’=@t) at various
times (top row), viewed from above. The reconnection
starts at one toroidal location, and then propagates in
both directions around the torus. The propagation speed
is approximately twice the Alfvén speed, although on this
time scale the ions are only marginally magnetized. While
asymmetries in the in-vessel coils may influence the onset
angle, this angle does vary among different discharges.
Here we take the onset angle to be 270", which is the
most frequent location. We compute @A’=@t in Fig. 2 as
#1=R$R _BzRdR from _Bz measurements, a method appli-

cable for this experiment, which has a strong guide mag-
netic field [17].
In the second row of Fig. 2, the toroidal electrostatic

field evaluated at the x line (#x) is added to @A’=@t. Note
that we split the potential# % #x#’$ &#in-plane#r$, where
#x is poloidally uniform. We see that the total electric field
remains toroidally localized and is enhanced at the onset
location (’ % 270"); the enhancement may be surprising,
but it is related to a global mode away from the x line. The
third row shows#in-plane at ’ % 270". We approximate the
in-plane plasma potential by the floating potential, since it
is unlikely that temperature variations produce the strong
(60 V) structure in the floating potential, and the measured
I-V response of Langmuir probes is well described with
Maxwellian electrons. Also shown are cross sections of the
toroidal current density at two different toroidal angles.
The first row of current density was measured near the
onset location; superimposed on it are magnetic-field lines
projected onto the plane, measured by a novel flux probe
array [17]. The second row is at a different toroidal
location; the current density is clearly not toroidally
symmetric.
Further evidence of the asymmetry is seen in the electro-

static potential measurements, shown in Fig. 3 at one time
slice. A global 3D mode arises in conjunction with fast

FIG. 2 (color). The 3D measurements of magnetic reconnection on VTF at various times. Row 1: inductive electric field propagating
around the device (measured at six toroidal locations); reconnection peaks at t % 1:412 ms. Row 2: toroidal electric field, which
includes the electrostatic component, remains toroidally localized. Row 3: floating potential measured near onset and growing in time.
Rows 4–5: toroidal current density (at 8 cm resolution) at two cross sections (’ % 20", 260"), with overlaid poloidal magnetic-field
lines. The stressed angle of the x line shows a strong departure from the 90" of a vacuum x line. The current, which does not include the
in-vessel coil current, is clearly toroidally asymmetric.

PRL 104, 255004 (2010) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending
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255004-2

Katz et al. (2010)	

Versatile Toroidal Facility (MIT)	




Global 3D: Cause of the Reconnection 
Onset in Periodic Systems	
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Madison Symmetric Torus 
(Wisconsin)	


Prager et al. (2005)	
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•  How is reconnection rate determined? (The rate problem)	


•  How does reconnection take place in 3D? (The 3D problem)	


•  How does reconnection start? (The onset problem)	


•  How does partial ionization affect reconnection? (The partial ionization 
problem)	


Fundamental Reconnection Questions	




The Partial Ionization Problem:���
Reconnection is faster or slower? 	


Shibata et al., Science (2007)	


Solar chromosphere is 
a dynamic place for 
magnetic reconnection 	
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Lawrence et al. PRL (2013)	
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•  How is reconnection rate determined? (The rate problem)	


•  How does reconnection take place in 3D? (The 3D problem)	


•  How does reconnection start? (The onset problem)	


•  How does partial ionization affect reconnection? (The partial ionization 
problem)	


•  How do boundary conditions affect reconnection process? (The boundary 
condition problem)	


Fundamental Reconnection Questions	




The Boundary Problem: Line-tied or Free-
end for Flux Rope Dynamics	


Hansen	  &	  Bellan	  ApJ	  (2004)	  
Bergerson	  et	  al.	  PRL	  (2006)	  

Intrator	  et	  al.	  
Nature	  Phys.	  (2009)	  

Lawrence	  &	  Gekelman	  
PRL	  (2009)	  

Oz	  et	  al.	  (2010)	  



Revisiting EMHD Physics in Current Sheet	
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80’ Stenzel & Gekelman: S=1-10 but ρi >> L: EMHD	


Lundquist numbers exceeds 100 with both electrons and ions
being magnetized (!e !! ! i !! L).

5. Results From Plasma Merging Experiment
After the LPD data were reported (section 3), the need for

magnetic reconnection experiments in the MHD regime was
recognized. In the TS-3 device at the University of Tokyo, a
controlled reconnection experiment was carried out in MHD
plasmas where the Lundquist numbers exceeds 100 with both
electrons and ions being magnetized (!e !! ! i !! L). Three
vector component effects of magnetic reconnection were in-

vestigated by use of axially merging two toroidal plasmas
[Yamada et al., 1990; Ono et al., 1993].

5.1. Experimental Setup
In the TS-3 experiments, two spheromak-type plasma

toroids merged together, contacting along a toroidal line. A
spheromak is a spherically or toroidally shaped plasma in
which force free currents (j ! B " 0) set up an equilibrium
configuration [Taylor, 1986]. The two spheromaks, which were
generated with opposite helicities, carry identical toroidal cur-
rent with the same or the opposite toroidal field. They are
called cohelicity merging or counterhelicity merging, respec-
tively, as discussed in section 1. They are made to merge to
induce reconnection by controlling external coil currents. Fig-
ure 6a shows the set up of the TS-3 experiment in which two
spheromaks of toroidal shape are created and allowed to
merge together. To document the internal magnetic structure
of the reconnection on a single shot, a two-dimensional mag-
netic probe array is placed on an r-z plane or toroidal cutoff
plane as shown in Figure 6. Plasma parameters are B # 0.5–1
kG, Te # 10 eV, and ne # 2–5 $ 1014 cm%3.

5.2. Experimental Results From TS-3
Figure 6b shows the time evolution of the poloidal flux

contours derived experimentally from internal probe signals
for the merging of cohelicities and counterhelicities. Other
plasma parameters were held identical for each discharge.
Merging of spheromaks of opposite helicity occurs faster than
merging of the same helicity. Violent plasma acceleration was
observed as a sling shot effect in the toroidal direction as field
lines contracted after the merging of two toroidal plasmas of
the opposite helicities [Ono et al., 1996]. This acceleration
mechanism and direction is significantly different from that
conjectured in the typical 2-D models. In the 2-D picture,
plasma acceleration occurs perpendicular to the neutral line.
However, in the 3-D picture, plasma acceleration can occur
parallel to the neutral (axial) line [Yamada et al., 1990]. Figures
7a and 7b show evolution of the axial profiles of Bt at r " 18

Figure 4. Results from Stenzel and Gekelman’s experi-
ments: (a) Cross-sectional view of LPD; (b) Reconnecting field
line contours at t " 50 "s . (c, d) Measured ion velocity
vectors at an axial position z " 87 cm for t " 60 and 80 "s.

Figure 5. Typical transverse magnetic field topolgies in the
EMHD reconnection experiments: (a) neutral sheet, and (b)
magnetic island.
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•  How is reconnection rate determined? (The rate problem)	


•  How does reconnection take place in 3D? (The 3D problem)	


•  How does reconnection start? (The onset problem)	


•  How does partial ionization affect reconnection? (The partial ionization 
problem)	


•  How do boundary conditions affect reconnection process? (The boundary 
condition problem)	


•  How are particles energized? (The energy problem)	

	


Fundamental Reconnection Questions	
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The Energy Problem:���
Electron Energization	


•  Potential well around X-line, based on results from VTF experiment, 
can explain measured electron distribution function in space	


Egedal et al. (2005)	


VTF	




“The Number Problem” From Solar Flare	
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A significant fraction of energetic electrons (even ions) accelerated at reconnection 
side [e.g. Krucker et al. (2010), Shih et al. (2009)].	
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ambient  

pre-flare 
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   flare 

v 

accelerated  

β~0.01  β~1  



Two Competing Ideas for Electron Energization	


•  Electron energization by 
multiple island interactions 
[e.g. Drake et al. (2006), Oka 
et al. (2010)].	
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New Experiment Needed 

Experimental window available in Hydrogen or Helium plasma with 
      

            n ~ 1018 m-3,   Te ~ 15 eV,    Brec~ 15 mT,    L ~  2 m  
   

Kinetic Model  Fluid Closure (EoS) 

 2

3

|| B
np 

nBp 

 A. Le et al., PRL (2009) 

Transition from Boltzmann to 
double adiabatic CGL-scaling  
[ G Chew, M Goldberger, F E Low, 1956]  

 …  d3v 

Eliminate ||  

•  Electron energization by a 
single X-line reconnection 
through a modified CGL 
model [Egedal et al. (2012)]	


Proposed Large 
Reconnection Experiment	
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(d)

1990’s Y. Ono, M. Yamada +	


The Energy Problem: Ion Energization	
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•  Many competing ideas: waves, pick-up process, stochastic process… 	


Fiksel et al. PRL (2009) Brown et al. (2009) Magee et al. (2011) Yoo et al. (2013)	


MST	


SSX	


The Energy Problem: Ion Energization	


MRX	


The origin of non-collisional ion energization associated with 
magnetic reconnection in RFP plasmas on ongoing challenge!
•  Features of ion heating revealed in  

measurements on MST:!
–  Ion mass dependence!
–  Anisotropy in heating (parallel versus  

perpendicular to equilibrium B)!
–  Charge and mass dependence!
–  Energetic ion tail with power law spectrum!
–  Classical energetic ion confinement!

!
!

Energetic tail!
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•  How is reconnection rate determined? (The rate problem)	


•  How does reconnection take place in 3D? (The 3D problem)	


•  How does reconnection start? (The onset problem)	


•  How does partial ionization affect reconnection? (The partial ionization 
problem)	


•  How do boundary conditions affect reconnection process? (The boundary 
condition problem)	


•  How are particles energized? (The energy problem)	

	

•  How does reconnection take place in flow-driven, radiative, relativistic or 

strongly magnetized plasmas? (The flow-driven problem)	


	


Fundamental Reconnection Questions	




Magnetic Reconnection is Considered to be 
also Important in Flow-Dominated Regimes	

•  Sunspots are magnetic, drifting 

towards equator, and then 
disappear. What happens to 
these sunspots?	
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Flock et al. (2011)	


•  Reconnection dominates 
dissipation in low-beta regions 
of accretion disks	




A New Venue Is Emerging to Study Reconnection 
under Flow-Driven Conditions	


66	
•  Ion diffusion region with the width of ~di	


•  Electron diffusion  region with the width of ~10de	


Nilson et al. (2006)	
 Zhong et al. (2010)	


•  Bi-directional plasma jets observed	
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•  How is reconnection rate determined? (The rate problem)	


•  How does reconnection take place in 3D? (The 3D problem)	


•  How does reconnection start? (The onset problem)	


•  How does partial ionization affect reconnection? (The partial ionization 
problem)	


•  How do boundary conditions affect reconnection process? (The boundary 
condition problem)	


•  How are particles energized? (The energy problem)	

	

•  How does reconnection take place in flow-driven, radiative, relativistic or 

strongly magnetized plasmas? (The flow-driven problem)	


•  How to apply local reconnection physics to a large system? (The multi-scale 
problem)	


Fundamental Reconnection Questions	




Characteristics of Space/Astrophysical 
Plasmas Where Reconnection May Occur	
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Fig. 1. Whereas current experiment, typified by MRX, mainly access single X-line reconnection regimes,
MAGRED accesses several multiple X-line regimes. It can reside in two new regimes (multiple X-line hy-
brid and multiple X-line collisional) and can yield a huge advance by entering deeply the important regime
of multiple X-line collsionless plasmas. Each of these regimes in relevant: for example, Table b.1 lists the
approximate location within this plot of the many venues for which reconnection is important.

location plasma S � multiple
X-line regime

Space Magnetopause 6 ⇥ 1013 9 ⇥ 102 Collisionless
Magnetotail 4 ⇥ 1015 1.3 ⇥ 103 Collisionless
Solar Wind 3 ⇥ 1012 2 ⇥ 105 Collisionless

Solar Corona 1 ⇥ 1013 4 ⇥ 107 Hybrid
Chromosphere 1 ⇥ 108 3 ⇥ 108 Collisional
Tachocline 1 ⇥ 109 5 ⇥ 1010 Collisional

Galaxy Protostellar Disks 8 ⇥ 103 1 ⇥ 109 Collisional
X-ray Binary Disks 3 ⇥ 107 9 ⇥ 108 Collisional
X-B Disk Coronae 1 ⇥ 1016 9 ⇥ 107 Collisionless
Crab Nebula Flares 5 ⇥ 1020 2 ⇥ 1011 Hybrid
Gamma Ray Bursts 6 ⇥ 1017 2 ⇥ 1016 Collisional
Magnetar Flares 6 ⇥ 1016 5 ⇥ 1017 Collisional
Sgr A* Flares 2 ⇥ 1024 5 ⇥ 108 Collisionless
Molecular Clouds 1 ⇥ 1011 7 ⇥ 1012 Collisional
Interstellar Media 2 ⇥ 1020 1 ⇥ 1014 Hybrid

Extra- AGN Disks 2 ⇥ 1013 1 ⇥ 1014 Collisional
galactic AGN Disk Coronae 1023 3 ⇥ 1011 Collisionless

Radio Lobes 2 ⇥ 1025 8 ⇥ 1012 Hybrid
Extragalactic Jets 6 ⇥ 1029 1 ⇥ 1014 Collisionless
Galaxy Clusters 2 ⇥ 1025 6 ⇥ 1011 Collisionless

Fusion MST 3 ⇥ 106 6.2 ⇥ 101 Collisionless
TFTR 1 ⇥ 108 2.3 ⇥ 102 Collisionless
ITER 6 ⇥ 108 5 ⇥ 102 Collisionless

Table 1: Various space, solar, astrophysical, and fusion plasmas, in
which magnetic reconnection is important, are listed with approxi-
mate location shown all in the multiple X-line regimes in the phase
diagram. From Ji and Daughton [2011] with simplifications.

Of course, the division of the
S � � space into regions shown in
Fig.1 is guided by current theory.
MAGRED will advance into these
new regimes to discover whether
the currently evolving theory is ap-
plicable, or whether a different di-
vision of physical regimes applies.
Upon arriving in these regimes,
MAGRED will allow researchers to
explore the following major scien-
tific problems associated with re-
connection.

1. The multiple scale problem:

Reconnection involves coupling be-
tween the large MHD scale of the
system size and the many orders
of magnitude smaller kinetic scales,
such as the electron and ion skin
depths. Key questions include how
the number of plasmoids (X-lines)
scales with the dimensionless size
and conductivity, how this scaling
is influenced by plasma flow and a
guide field (described below), and
what is the critical Lundquist num-
ber beyond which the fast reconnec-
tion characterized by multiple plas-
moids occurs.

2. The rate problem: A major
multi-decade mystery has been why reconnection occurs enormously faster in nature and in laboratory fusion
plasmas than predicted by MHD theory. The theoretical advances in two-fluid, kinetic and multiple X-line
effects provide possible answers, none of which have been proven to solve the problem. MAGRED will
measure reconnection rates and the underlying physics of these processes

3. The partial ionization problem: Many space and astrophysical plasmas are weakly ionized. This
introduces new physics associated with the neutral atoms. Questions to be answered include whether friction
due to neutrals slows reconnection or whether the enhancement of the two-fluid Hall effect by neutrals
accelerates reconnection. Neutrals can alter the phase plot of Fig.1. MAGRED can be operated with partially
ionized plasmas to examine these questions.

4. The 3D problem: Numerous studies have focused on plasmas that are symmetric in the direction
parallel to the plane of reconnection (the toroidal direction in MAGRED). However, natural plasmas are
three-dimensional. It is critical to understand which features of 2D systems carry over to 3D and which are
fundamentally altered. New effects could include the transition of plasmoids to more complex, interacting

3

•  Lundquist # (S) is 
large	


	

•  Large scale separation 

between global MHD 
and ion kinetic scales 	


	

	


•  How to couple the 
global MHD scales to 
kinetic scales? 	
€ 

λ ≡
L
ρS

large	


Ji & Daughton (2011)	
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Plasmoid Dynamics May Solve Scale Separation 
Problem	


Loureiro et al. (2007); Cassak et al. (2009); Uzdensky et al. (2010) ….	


Shibata & Tanuma (2001)	


Daughton et al. (2009)	
Bhattacharjee et al. (2009)	


Can we study this in the lab?	
 We need large plasmas!	




Larger is better, but how large is 
large enough?	
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A Hierarchy Model of Islands	

•  Hierarchy of islands: 	


•  Assume 	
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A Reconnection “Phase Diagram” 	


€ 

λ ≡
L
ρS

Ji & Daughton (2011)	


S = µ0LCSVA
η

;  LCS =
L
4 δSP =

LCS
S
= ρs   ⇒   S= λ

2

4

A hierarchy of 
MHD islands 
terminated 
kinetically	
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All Phases Are Fast – But Different Physics Which 
Should Lead to Different Heating/Acceleration?	
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Design Goals for A Next Generation 
Reconnection Experiment:���

Large Reconnection Experiment (LRX)	
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LRX Is to Access New Regimes	


Parameters	
 MRX	
 LRX	


Device diameter	
 1.5 m	
 3 m	


Device length	
 2 m	
 3.2 m	


Flux core diameter	
 0.75 m	
 1.5 m	


Stored energy	
 25 kJ	
 4 MJ	


Ohmic drive	
 No	
 0.3 V-s	


S (anti-parallel)	
 600-1,400	
 5,000-16,000	


λ=(Z/δi)	
 35-10	
 100-30	


S (guide field)	
 2900	
 100,000	


λ=(Z/ρS)	
 180	
 1,000	
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Observation	


Theory	
Laboratory	


SDO, FERMI, MMS, SPP…	


MHD, Hall MHD, PIC, …	
Many existing	

LRX, …,VENITA, 	

laser, ITER, 	
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